
 

3rd of January, 2016.  

Praise the Lord! It’s Thanksgiving Sunday! Great to have you on #InspirationDailywithJumoke 

 

TITLE: “RUN with FAITH”   

INSPIRATION: The Bible’s Hall of Faith Chapter, Hebrews 11. 

 

Ecclesiastes 9:11a “I have observed something else under the sun. The fastest runner doesn't 
always win the race, and the strongest warrior doesn't always win the battle. The wise 
sometimes go hungry, and the skillful are not necessarily wealthy. And those who are 
educated don't always lead successful lives.” 
 

In this year of ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES, one key VIRTUE you must POSSESS is FAITH! Faith is evidence 

of things not seen, HOPED FOR! When you hope for a thing, your first PERCEIVE it, BELIEVE IT and 

then RUN WITH FAITH by acting on what you believed!  I tell you, it is not all who get a revelation 

that would see its fulfillment! You may have gotten the powerful revelation of this year’s theme but 

without FAITH, you will not be able to achieve the IMPOSSIBLE because the only place 

IMPOSSIBILITIES is turned to POSSIBILITIES is the Kingdom of Heaven ruled by the Almighty God. 

And to achieve this, you must first please Him. How do you do this, BY FAITH! 

 

The race is not to those that run best or caught the revelation best or understood the most or 

started best, the race is to those who by FAITH acted and took the RISK no ordinary person would 

have taken. You are no ordinary person! The people of old were able to do the impossible through 

Faith; they ran the VISION and PROMISE in Faith! They believed God’s Word, acted on it and RAN 

with FAITH, not by themselves or by their senses, not in fear or doubts. 

 

Hebrews 11 summarizes the ACHIEVEMENTS of the men and women of OLD, powerful deeds; they 

believed the impossible and trusted God till the end! The good news is, God has planned something 

better and greater for us. Glory! You’dx only achieve these GREAT DEEDS when you RUN with FAITH! 

 

#Thoughtoftheday 

Isaiah 7:9 “If ye will not believe, surely ye shall not be established.” 
 
Happy Thanksgiving Sunday! 


